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Excellence in the
Artistry of Reborn

You, too, can transform a baby doll into a 
Precious, True To Life Artist Baby

Where each and every Baby is a

One Of A Kind  Original

Thank you for taking the time to read this book on the reborn artistry process.  It 

takes about 3 - 4 weeks to create just one healthy baby, so try very hard not to rush the 

process. It should be your goal to create the most amazingly & realistic baby possible 

with your talent and abilities. 

       An Overview of Reborn Artistry with Excellence in Quality & Beauty...

           How the babies begin life... Each baby starts out as beautiful doll waiting to be 

reborn. Your dedication and time commitment in this process will give you and your 

baby the most amazingly realistic skin-tone. For the reborn artist newbies, there are 

some less risky and less messy ways to bring color to your new baby that we will 

discuss in the bathing section.

           REALISTIC Hair...   Custom Babies can have the most AMAZINGLY Realistic 

head of hair imaginable. The mohair you should use is the more expensive premium 

mohair. This mohair is silky smooth with the feel & look of a real baby s hair.   For the 

novice, Wispy Wigs and other types of wigs are an option. The choice is really yours to 

make.

Uniquely Designed, Custom Cloth Body & Options.  You may choose to change 

the body of your baby. So many options now exist for those on a low budget, and of 

course there are many types of bodies as well as types of material available.  All the 

extra attention & details you will have in designing & weighting the baby’s body will 

enabled her or him to be unbelievably realistic & cuddly. 
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Breathtakingly, Realistic Skin Tone, can be achieved with custom life-like hand-

applied features. In order to make sure that the baby s

coloring is as perfect as possible and true to life, you will 

need to go beyond the bathing process. Your baby will not 

be merely color washed, you will meticulously blend with 

colors inside and out with specially blended pigments and 

inks.

       All the other necessities. You can give your baby a manicure with a special 

treatment of sealers that leave them transparent and realistic-looking. Various options 

are available from French Tips, to Natural Tips, to glossing only (for our boy babies).  

You can even go beyond the normal to create little cuticles marks at the base of their 

nails.  Their lips will also need to be blushed and sealed to have a more natural & glossy 

look.

           For breathing babies. You will sculpt the inside of the nose, and when 

appropriate, provide a black or dark brown felt backing. Only at the request of the 

parents should you open the baby s mouth, as it is preferred to leave the vinyl intact, in 

order to not compromise the integrity of the baby’s vinyl.  

Bring to life, your own Custom Reborn Baby all they need is the 

time, love, and dedication you can bring into their life.

Isn’t it time for A Precious Heirloom Baby of your very own? 

Please note:  The tips, techniques and guidelines provided in this book are informational in order 
to give the reader a feel for the efforts of the artist, and may not be included in each and every 
baby you create.

Reborn at your own risk. Each doll is different and this book provides techniques, hints and 
suggestions, based on the frame of reference and experience of the writer. No warrantees 
or guarantees are provided in your reborn activities.
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